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Hunger for streetlife in the
dangerous nighttime.
La toma aims for revitalizing the nighttime with street-life
in Caracas, one of the most dangerous cities in the world,
it also propose a moneyless system for exchange of
goods. It’s a collaborative project between the group
Incursiones (consisting of the architects Maria Valentina
Gonzalez, Yanfe Pedroza, Josymar Rodriguez) and
sculptor Jan Vormann.
The intervention happened first on 14th November 2015
in Calle Elice, district of Chacao, Caracas, where long
tables and benches were installed on the sidewalk
around a mini “calle del Hambre” (food court): a
hot-dog-stand, cotton candy, popcorn and drinks. The
visitors couldn’t use money but rather purchased the
items by paying with the time of their presence.
La Toma apropriated this setting of the “calle del
Hambre” to turn Calle Elice into a real ‘street of hunger’:
Hunger for streetlife in the dangerous nighttime; hunger
for exchange and companionship; hunger for discussions
and laughter with friends or the new neighbors. But rather
than having to work for the money to spend, so the idea
of ‘La Toma’, the participants could now get off work
earlier to spend their actual time here instead.
The guests were handed digital timers of different colors
to monitor the due time to pay, each item had different
value: A hotdog for instance cost forty minutes, a dessert
twenty-five and a beverage cost fifteen minutes of their
time. While waiting for the food, the participants were free
to pass their time however they wished, standing and
sitting around the initially blank white tables. With the
provided permanent markers, the visitors slowly filled the

tabletops with a collective scribble and can now be read
as the guestbook of La Toma.
La Toma is an experiment returning to the public space
of Caracas the vivid interaction of people the public
space needs, while filling the streets with music and joy.
The street was taken in blink of an eye and turned in a
convivial space with discussions and laughter.
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established by architects Josymar Rodriguez, María
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think about our cities.
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